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The Fire at Harrow Court
In the early hours of 2nd February 2005 a fire occurred in flat 85 Harrow Court,
situated on the 14th floor of a 17 storey residential tower block in Stevenage,
Hertfordshire.
Two firefighters and one occupant were killed at this incident during an event of
abnormal rapid fire development (ARFD) and the Fire Brigades Union (East Anglia
Region 9) have asked me to report and comment on 
1. Issues related to strategic & tactical approaches made by the initial response
of firefighters at this fire; and
2. The likely reasons for the abnormally rapid development of the fire.

The Author
Paul Grimwood, now an international firefighting consultant, served 26 years as a professional
firefighter, mostly within the busy inner-city area of London's west-end. He has also served in the West
Midlands and Merseyside Brigades as well as serving lengthy study detachments to the fire
departments of New York City, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Las Vegas, Phoenix,
Miami, Dallas, Metro Dade Florida, Seattle, Paris, Valencia, Stockholm and Amsterdam. During the mid
1970s he served as a Long Island firefighter in New York USA. He has further worked as a training
advisor to fire authorities in several countries, including the UK.
He has studied and researched fire-ground strategy & tactics on an international forum for over 25
years. Since 1979 he has presented over 150 technical papers, both as a writer and an international
conference speaker. He has been a monthly columnist with two of the UK's national firefighting journals
for over fifteen years. Much of his work has been referenced several times internationally in recognized
scientific research studies associated with tactical firefighting operations. In 1992 his book Fog Attack
became a major source of reference in the UK and strongly influenced substantial changes in the
strategy & tactics employed by fire authorities in the UK, USA, Australia, Germany France and Spain.
He has four books, some published in five languages, on Tactical Firefighting operations. His extensive
practical research into firefighting flow-rates since 1990 has also been acknowledged in several related
scientific reports.
He has researched firefighting experience in high-rise buildings since 1975 and his 28 page report in
Fog Attack (1991) proposed that many inbuilt fire protection systems, fire service incident command
systems and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for tall structures were based on out-of-date
policies. The author worked on detachment with ten big city fire departments in the USA in 1990 and
attended fires in five of the world's tallest buildings including the World Trade Center, New York City and
the Sears Tower in Chicago. He also visited the scenes of past conflagrations at the Interstate Bank in
Los Angeles; the Petrona Towers in Kula Lumpar; the Ponte building in Johannesburg and the Churchill
Plaza in the UK, where he discussed firefighting operations with frontline firefighters and chiefs who
attended these incidents.
Since 1975 he has also researched the various phenomena associated with 'flashover'; 'backdraft;
'smoke-explosions' and other forms of 'rapid fire progress'. As an operational firefighter he has
experienced several forms of 'flashover' in the generic sense and has attempted to bring all the
established research together for firefighters to review. He has also assisted the European funded
FireNet project to advance terminology associated with Rapid Fire Phenomena. Throughout the 1980s
he was diligent in his efforts to introduce Compartment Fire Behaviour Training (CFBT) and Tactical
Ventilation Training to the UK Fire service and presented several innovating technical papers through
international journals introducing & encouraging the use of 'new-wave' tactics to improve firefighter
safety at fires.
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1. Brief History of Fires in UK Residential Tower Blocks
1.1

There is a long history of serious fires occurring in residential tower blocks in
the UK that have resulted in both occupant and firefighter fatalities.
A West Midlands firefighter was killed in a reported flashover(1) during the
1980s when the failure of an exterior window allowed wind to enter and cause
a dramatic increase in fire intensity.

1.2

Similar circumstances occurred in a tower block fire(2) in Londons East
Central area around the same period where an exterior wind forced burning
fire gases from a one-room fire to reverse direction as a window failed. The
resulting blowtorch(2) effect caused a rapid escalation in fire intensity as this
was directed at firefighters advancing into the fire floor. Several firefighters
were badly burned as the fire was forced out through the lobby and into the
stair shaft, melting plastic fittings above and two floors below the fire floor.
The incident BA control board was sited in the stair shaft two floors below the
fire and this also melted with the tallies still in situ.

1.3

A fire officer and his crew received burns in Manchester(3) in 1999 as they
responded to a fire on the 14th floor. As the lift doors opened the fire,
involving an amount of furniture stored in the lift lobby, entered the lift car
itself.

1.4

Around 2002 and 2003, residential tower block fires in both Essex(3) and
Kent(3) overran the capability of the first hose-line laid on the fire and
firefighters were forced to retreat to safety in both situations. For long periods
of time several hundred occupants remained trapped on upper floors and at the
Kent fire, helicopters were called to the scene to assist rescue, although they
were never used for this purpose.

1.5

In 2003 an incorrect tactical approach to a 21st floor fire in a Glasgow
residential tower block caused several firefighters and a paramedic to become
trapped. This occurred despite similar problems during a fire in the same
building during the late 1980s. The fire authority have since updated
procedures and reinforced training following the issue of a Health & Safety
Improvement Notice requiring a safe system of work be provided to
Strathclyde firefighters attending high-rise fires.

1.6

The circumstances surrounding the tragic fire at Harrow Court, Stevenage in
February 2005 that took the lives of two firefighters and the occupant they
were attempting to rescue are discussed in this report.

1.7

It is clear that current Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)(4) and Incident
Command Systems (ICS)(4) applicable to high-rise firefighting in the UK are
inadequate. It may also be the case that firefighters are ineffectively trained
and therefore fail to appreciate the procedures, fire dynamics, air movements,
logistical demands and hydraulic deficiencies that are unique to fires occurring
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high up in tower blocks. This most certainly appeared to be the case in the fire
at 85 Harrow Court. It is certain that the transition to modern jet/spray
combination nozzles has further created deficiencies(5) in the performance of
firefighting streams in high-rise situations and many, if not all, UK fire
authorities may therefore be failing to provide safe systems of work for their
firefighters. Further, the continuous attendance to non-event fire alarms in
such structures may have bred a strong element of complacency throughout
the fire force that has affected the high levels of discipline required to
approach such incidents safely and effectively.
1.8

The ODPM had initiated research(6) into the way the UK fire service deals
with high-rise fires, recognising that there are obvious failings in procedures
and that advances in equipment technology and compartment firefighting
methods may well be placing greater demands on current fixed installations
and fire service approaches.
Objectives of ODPM Research FR 23.28  Revising Guidance on Highrise Firefighting  expected completion September 2003
Current international best practice of fire service intervention in tall buildings will be
reviewed. A performance envelope of building systems and fire service equipment
designed to support firefighting in tall buildings will be also be established. Using this
information, together with the output from FRD project FR35.19: (authors note: and
FR33.31: Use of firefighting media in relation to floor areas in high rise firefighting)
Development of physiological performance criteria for firefighting, practical trials
will be undertaken to investigate and develop fire service intervention strategies in tall
buildings. The output from the trials and the supporting work identified will then be
used, together with liaison with key stakeholders, to develop an agreed National high
rise firefighting policy.

To establish agreed National high-rise firefighting procedures, which reflect:
The type, performance and limitations of firefighting facilities provided in
tall buildings.
The physical limitations of firefighting in tall buildings.
The performance and limitations of fire service equipment designed to
support firefighting in tall buildings.
Contingency arrangements for possible failure of facilities designed to
support firefighting in tall buildings.
This policy will be developed through liaison and participation from a steering
group comprising (at time of ODPM report) BRDG, CACFOA, FBU, HMFSI,
NDG and other relevant stakeholders. At the time of writing, the existence of
such a policy is still not apparent although much work has been done.
1.9

On 9th June 2006 a Fire Service Circular was issued by the Department of
Local Communities & Government (32/2006) that offered provisional
guidelines for fire authorities as an interim measure, prior to the provision of a
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detailed update to the current Generic Risk Assessment 3.2 (Fighting Fires in
High-rise Buildings). It was suggested that in recent high-rise fire incidents
(presumably referring to fires as detailed above and possibly including the fire
at 85 Harrow Court) there appeared a lack of pre-planning and collation of
operational intelligence that may have assisted crews during first response to
such incidents. The FSC 32/2006 also referred to Resource Deployment issues
and advised fire authorities to assess all critical tasks that are required to
provide a safe system of work for initial deployment at a high-rise building
and to ensure the appropriate resources are available to meet the risk
assessment that meets those needs.
The FSC 32/2006 went on to advise fire authorities that they must ensure the
National Incident Command System (ICS) and tactical procedures such as
bridgeheads are established at the earliest opportunity.
Further advice was given relating to contingency arrangements in building or
system failure; minimum equipment needed by fire crews; most effective
methods of transporting such equipment to the bridgehead; mode of attack;
safety issues such as falling debris; consideration of flashover/backdraft
hazards at height and the influence over such hazards that may be caused by
high winds etc; and the development of site specific tactical plans.
At 3.12 in FSC 32/2006 an instruction is clearly given that informed fire
authorities they must adopt new firefighting techniques that provide for an
additional covering jet to protect crews working beyond the bridgehead. It
was stated It is important that this operational procedure is given the
strongest consideration and adopted for all high-rise incidents. It is worth
noting that the resources needed to implement this strategy effectively and
promptly would demand at least one additional pump on an initial attendance
to such buildings.
At 3.15 in FSC 32/2006 fire authorities are instructed to consider the use of
graphic aids to assist the training and operational implementation of
firefighting tactics, incident command functions and resource deployment
issues. It is clear, by this statement, that the working group (consisting of high
level management fire officers) who produced the FSC believed there was a
clear lack of training at the very root of the above issues in question as the vast
majority of recommendations contained in FSC 32/2006 were simply
reminders to apply the current GRA 3.2 as already written.
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2.

Strategic & Tactical Approaches at the Harrow Court Fire

2.1

Strategy is the planning and directing of an organisation in order to meet its
overall objectives, The strategic approaches to high-rise firefighting in the UK
are based upon the Incident Command System (ICS), as detailed in Fire
Service Manual Vol. 2 Fire Service Operations: Incident Command [2002
ed.], and by a Guide to Operational Risk Assessment GRA 3.2 for fighting
fires in high-rise buildings. Aslo by local authority major incident plans or fire
service operational notes.

2.2

Tactics can be summarised as the deployment of personnel and equipment
on the incident ground to achieve the strategic aims of the Incident
Commander, who is principally concerned with the tactical co-ordination of
tasks in progress, which will almost invariably be based on approved
operational procedures.

2.3

Operations can best be described as tasks that are carried out on the incident
ground to achieve desired objectives, using prescribed techniques and
procedures in accordance with the tactical plan.

2.4

The expected strategic and tactical approaches to a fire in a high-rise structure
in Hertfordshire are described in an operational guide entitled High Rise
Incidents and referred to as OPS 3/088 dated 17 June 2004 in the HFRS
Service Information System (SIS). This ten-page document lays down
instructions to be followed by officers and crews attending such incidents but
fails to cover all operational aspects in accordance with the national guidance
laid down in the Fire Service Manual or the current GRA 3.2 (above). The
HFRS SIS document OPS 1/020 dated 26 October 2000 refers to Incident
Command but does not make reference to high-rise fires. The specific
instructions relating to incident command functions for tall structures are
actually provided within the high-rise incidents document OPS 3/088.

2.5

S1.2.6 of the Fire Service Manual (FSM) offering guidance on incident
command states On arrival crews should be kept together and, as far as
possible, work as a team. An Incident Commander should remember that,
for a variety of reasons, crews can be tempted to self-deploy. This is bad
practice, reduces accountability and robs the Incident Commander of
resources, which may be urgently required for other tasks. Brigades should
adopt procedures to prevent this occurring. After crews have been briefed
they must follow the brief and work safely.
In the FSM great emphasis is placed upon this most important instruction and
it is included there specifically due to past experiences, where UK firefighters
have lost their lives in recent times through their own self deployment
actions. The issue of self-deployment was also a primary reason for such high
losses of life amongst firefighters in New York at the World Trade Centre
fires and collapses in 2001.
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2.6

Neither of the two HFRS documents instructing on incident command
functions found room for the above key piece of information.

2.7

S3.3.3 of the FSM goes on to inform; The Incident Commander will then
need to review the options available in terms of standard procedures. Incident
Commanders will need to consider the possible systems of work and choose
the most appropriate for the situation.
The starting point for consideration must be procedures that have been agreed
in pre-planning and training and that personnel available at the incident have
sufficient competence to carry out the tasks safely.

2.8

Again, neither of the two HFRS documents instructing on incident command
functions found room for these important statements made in the FSM.

2.9

Following the fire at Petershill Court, Glagow in 2003, the Health & Safety
Executive (HSE) issued an improvement notice for the fire authority to
provide a safe system of work for their firefighters. It could be argued that the
HFRS high-rise procedure failed to provide a safe system of work at the time
of the Harrow Court fire in the following respects There is insufficient guidance or instruction given in the documented
high-rise procedure in relation to the most effective deployment of
resources to the upper floors on arrival. At the Harrow Court fire the
initial resources deployed ineffectively with just three firefighters
heading to the fire floor and six remaining at ground level. This
deployment would not support a joint and collaborative attack on any
fire in conjunction with a search & rescue operation. Most certainly, as
this fire was a persons reported situation, at least two teams should
have deployed to the fire floor together, to ensure the safety of the
crews involved; one team for fire attack and one for search & rescue of
the involved flat.
There is insufficient guidance or instruction given in the documented
high-rise procedure in relation to the functioning of a bridgehead or the
roles of the bridgehead party. The document fails to explain what a
bridgehead party should comprise of and what their responsibilities
are. It is stated that, the Fire Sector Commander located at the
bridgehead will be responsible for executing the plan for fighting the
fire but there is no guidance whatsoever concerning who is
responsible in searching for and locating the fire, or how this should be
achieved. According to witness statements discussed in the FBU report
(Lff Scotchford 03.12) there did indeed appear some confusion in
defining the roles and differences between Forward Commander and
Bridgehead Commander. There is no guidance either on critical task
objectives or prioritising crew deployment for either fire attack or
search & rescue operations on the fire floor itself. These are tactical
decisions that should be discussed and documented as pre-set protocols
and not left to the personal choice of junior officers, whose personal
fire-ground experience, knowledge and views may vary widely. Even
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as established documented protocols, an officer still retains the
opportunity and right to alter such tactical approaches, if he/she can
subsequently justify good reasons for diverting from procedure.
There is no provision in the HFRS procedure for a fire floor
commander and crews are technically on their own, without close
command, once they advance above the bridgehead. In a high-rise
structure this may be illogical and inadvisable. The HFRS procedure
itself suggests that firefighting operations can be launched from a
protected area. This could potentially be on the fire floor itself. This
grey area in command might see the bridgehead sector commander
wandering up from two floors below the fire to gain a closer view of
the fire floor, particularly where an effective communication link is not
established with his/her crews.
The stowage of equipment required to mount an effective attack on the
fire is scattered around in several different compartments or lockers of
the HFRS fire appliance. There is no single high-rise pack,
commonly used by other fire brigades in the UK, to stow all the
necessary items conveniently in one bag/box. The Sector Commander
on the initial attendance apparently admitted that she felt she did not
have time to collect certain items needed, such as lift keys, prior to
entering the lobby.
There is a written requirement given in the HFRS high-rise procedure
for the pump operator to provide a 3-4 bar branch pressure unless
otherwise instructed. This is a pressure more suited to open ended class
A type branches, used many years ago in the UK fire service but not
so common now. Considering the type of branch in use by HFRS for
initial high-rise deployment is of diffused spray, modern automatic
operation, that requires a minimum of 6 bars branch pressure to
function safely and provide adequate flow, this instruction is clearly
dangerous as an inadequate flow-rate and fog pattern for compartment
firefighting will result.
The provision of automatic nozzles for high-rise firefighting has been
strongly advised against following litigation resulting from a serious
fire in Philadelphia in 1991 where eight floors of a 38-storey building
were gutted by fire and three firefighters died as a result. The latest UK
BDAG research documents (December 2004) expand on this as
follows  These (automatic) branches are designed to operate
upwards of a minimum operating (nozzle tip) pressure of 6 or 7 bars.
These branches may not be appropriate to use in high-rise firefighting
with existing (compartment) operating procedures. It is clear that
firefighters in the second crew operating on the fire floor commented
that they were unable to advance from their position with the hose-line
in use and that the stream appeared to be doing nothing.
The flow-rate/performance of this hose-line (with automatic nozzle)
should be closely brought under scrutiny for it was not until the flat
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fire progressed into a stage of decay (fuel load mostly destroyed) that
firefighters were able to advance in and finally extinguish the fire (note
comments of firefighting crew inside the flat).
The performance of the hose-line/nozzle in question may also have
prevented firefighters from reaching Firefighter Jeffrey Wornham at an
earlier stage as they were forced to reposition the hose-lines vantage
point from the corridor on the 14th floor to the north stairs. According
to the estimated timeline, (Appendix K) firefighters from the second
crew were most probably within a few feet of Ffr Wornham within a
few short seconds after the rapid fire development began at around
0308 hrs. They did in fact report hearing a roaring sound coming
from the flat and this is believed to be the 46-second forced draught
fire in progress (see section 3 below).
It is highly probable that Ffr Wornham was in the lobby outside the
entrance to flat 85 at this stage as firefighters just outside flat 85 were
screaming for water on at the nozzle. When the water finally reached
them about one minute later, both firefighters Dudley and Dredge
report the jet as having little effect if any on the fire. They were forced
to retreat due to the heat and then ran a second hose-line along the
thirteenth floor to the north stairs in a further attempt to attack the fire.
It was approximately 0321 hrs before water was supplied to this
second hose-line and rescue attempts of Ffr Wornham were resumed
having located him a few minutes earlier from the north stairs vantage
point. The trapped firefighter was finally rescued a few minutes later.
He is believed to have been trapped on the landing for a minimum
estimated time of 13 minutes following his escape from the flat. It
should be considered that Ffr Wornham might have been a viable
casualty at 0308 hrs and might have been rescued, had the initial hoseline been charged at an earlier stage and the fire-fighting branch have
provided an effective fire stream, enabling firefighters to advance in
towards the fire.
Note  Jet effectiveness tests were subsequently undertaken by HFRS
(p92-93 HFRS report) in July 2005 but no data from these tests is
presented, particularly in terms of flow-rate. It was further stated on
p93 that crews reported good water supply and effective jets at all
times during the fire-fighting operation in Harrow Court. This
statement appears in conflict to the evidence given by Ffrs Dudley and
Dredge (FBU report SOE) who felt the fire stream was having little
effect on the fire. It is also not possible for firefighters to comment on
water supply unless flow meters were in use. The automatic nozzle is
designed to make the stream appear effective by design, in terms of
reach and throw, but at the cost of losing flow-rate.
The HFRS high-rise procedure consists of only ten pages. It fails to go
into any great detail concerning high-rise operations and generally only
serves as an aide-memoire. Similar documents used by fire authorities
experienced in high-rise firefighting consist of (by example) 55 pages
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(Chicago) and 48 pages (New York City). The latest updated (2004)
document in Strathclyde consists of 35 pages.
2.10

There were clear failings in the initial strategic and tactical approaches made
at the Harrow Court fire due to ineffective incident and sector command. Such
systemic failings were indirectly, but potentially, responsible for the loss of
firefighter lives as follows The initial Incident Commander (IC) on arrival failed to take control of
his crews. Neither did he effectively brief or deploy them with clear
objectives.
The initial IC failed to assert and assure control of the fire lifts
The second officer on arrival apparently failed to communicate vital
information to the IC in relation to the fires reported location.
The second officer failed to assert effective control of her crew by
accompanying them into the lobby and then up to the fire floor without
sufficient equipment. Neither did she apparently obtain a brief from the
IC as to their objectives or role.
The second officer failed to approach the fire floor correctly, according
to the HFRS high-rise procedure and further failed to establish a
bridgehead.
The second officer failed to establish command of her crew on the fire
floor in failing to delegate them the task of laying an attack hose-line
from the rising main (in accordance with the HFRS high-rise
procedure). Instead she attempted to undertake this task herself and left
her crew without a clear brief, waiting at the entrance to flat 85 where
the fire had been located.
The both the first IC and his second officer deserted their posts of
command (according to procedure) without good reason and before
being relieved, during the vital first few minutes following their arrival
on-scene. At around 03:13 hrs the second officer actually departed her
position and returned to the ground floor lobby, disassociating herself
from all command issues on the fire floor and leaving a deteriorating
situation behind her with firefighters believed missing or trapped and
rescue efforts still in progress. She seems to have initiated the BA
Emergency by radio at approximately 03:15 hrs after she had reached
the ground floor. This may have been due to radio communication
issues.

2.11

The time taken to connect the fire service pump to a hydrant supply was
unacceptable in this situation, although it should be emphasised that this
failure to augment the tank supply promptly had no impact whatsoever on the
events, as water was not actually flowing onto the fire for quite sometime. If
water had been flowing at an earlier stage there could have been problems in
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maintaining the supply until such a connection had been made. It seems it was
approximately 15 minutes following arrival before the onboard water supply
was augmented from a hydrant. Even then, the firefighters failed to notice a
hydrant immediately adjacent to the flats entrance and searched for another
some way away. It may have been more than five minutes after the primary
attack hose-line began flowing water on the fire floor before the hydrant feed
was connected. At this stage the fire appliance tank supply may have been
close to empty although it seems water was never lost during fire-fighting
operations.
100mm Dry Rising Main will hold 
8 x d2 x h / 10,000 = litres
100mm Dry Rising Main x one metre will hold 
8 x d2 / 10,000 = litres per metre
17 x 3.5m = 60 metres approximately
Therefore 
8 x 100 x 100 / 10,000 = 8 litres per metre
8 x 60 = 480 litres
The actual flow-rate from the automatic nozzle in use on the fire floor
can vary anywhere between 100 lpm to 500 lpm.
It can be seen that more than a quarter of a HFRS appliance water tank (1800
litres when full)) is needed just to fill the 100mm diameter rising main from
ground to roof, even before water begins to flow.
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3.

Abnormal Rapid Fire Development (ARFD)

3.1

With approximately 112,000 structure fires annually, the UK's 40,000
firefighters face an event of 'abnormal rapid fire development' on average
around 600 times(7) every year! That's once at every 187 fires! Each of these
occurrences may harness the potential to injure or even kill firefighters or
remaining building occupants.

3.2

Additionally, the most recent ODPM statistics(7) (2004) inform us that
firefighters face around 50 Backdraughts every year in Great Britain.

3.3

Over the past decade UK firefighters have been fatally injured by ARFD on
average, once in every 160,000-structure fires(7). However many, if not all, of
these deaths may well have been preventable, simply by addressing basic
tactical issues through documented Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and
effective training thereon.

3.4

Events of ARFD may be defined as encompassing a range of fire phenomena
that are often little understood by firefighters and are generally difficult to
differentiate between in reality. It is often the case that an event of ARFD
may lead to other related events within the space of a few seconds. For
example, a backdraught may lead to a subsequent flashover and sustained total
room & contents involvement within seconds of each other. In other instances,
dual or multiple events of ARFD may manifest themselves within adjacent
spaces or compartments within very short spaces of time. It is reported(8) that
five Paris firefighters died in two separate events of ARFD that occurred at the
same fire within seconds of each other in 2002.

3.5

The fire at 85 Harrow Court, Stevenage, presented some clear indicators to
firefighters from the moment they first arrived, from the both exterior of the
building and from the flat entrance itself, that the fire may have been
progressing towards an event of rapid fire phenomena. There were reports
from crew members, including officers from both appliances, that there was
dark grey or black smoke issuing from an upper floor window on arrival. At
the entrance to the flat door itself Lff Atrobus reportedly states there was
wispy dark grey smoke coming from the top of the door. Such indicators
generally present warnings of a well-advanced fire that is searching for
additional supplies of oxygen to allow further development.

3.6

Lff Atrobus did not apparently report feeling the flat door with her hand for
conductive heat, which would be a further indicator of danger.

3.7

The predominant factors in the rapid fire development that occurred in flat 85
at approximately 03:08 hrs were the wind speed and direction at the time of
the fire. It is possible that a flashover in the bedroom occupied by the trapped
occupant may have preceded an event known as backdraught (or high pressure
backdraught) by a few seconds.
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3.8

The wind direction was recorded as coming from the W/NW (270 to 315
degrees), heading in a SE direction, directly into the bedroom window located
on the NW wall. (Appendix C).

3.9

The wind speed was recorded at a weather station located about ten miles
away (Royston) and was gusting to around 17mph at a height of ten metres at
the time of the fire (Appendix B). The ground coverage leading up to the NW
face of Harrow Court is relatively flat for some miles. However, even by
applying a ground roughness factor of 2 (Online Danish Wind Speed
Calculator) the wind speed increases to gusts around 23mph at 50 metres,
approximately the height of the 14th floor.

3.10

The burn patterns on the outer face of the NW wall of Harrow Court confirm
the wind direction as a North Westerly as described above.

3.11

The burn patterns on the NE wall of Harrow Court suggest that the vast
majority of gaseous phase combustion occurred on this side of the building.
This supports a forced draught air-flow from a NW to NE direction, being the
wind flow through the building.

NW Wall

NE Wall

3.12

The author is aware of conclusions presented in both the HFRS and BRE
reports (seen in draft) that refer to wind direction. The HFRS Fire
Investigation report states (p98) that the direction of the wind on the night of
the fire was in a North Easterly direction, into the bedroom window. The two
bedrooms of flat 85 were actually located on the NW wall of Harrow Court so
this statement does not hold true. Furthermore, there is no known source of
reference that there was a NE wind in existence on the night of the fire.

3.13

The BRE report does however refer (p17 modelling & airflows) to the
Royston weather data for the night of the fire as being a NW direction. They
then further refer to airflow tests undertaken by BRE staff in Harrow Court on
the 20 December 2005 where (p17 and p37) they correctly record a southerly
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(S) wind direction. However, they go on to say (p17) that due to the geometry
of the building (Harrow Court) and the effects of local buildings (there are
none too close) and other geographical features, the actual wind conditions
around harrow Court at (both) the time of the incident or the time of the
(recorded) measurements cannot be determined. They then continue (p40) to
use an assumed Northerly wind direction (from the north) in their computer
modelling without presenting a reason why. This poses the question as to what
purpose the model actually serves.
3.14

The author proposes that it is clear to see that the wind direction was in
accordance with the Royston weather centre data on the night of the fire and
that this was a forced draught fire influenced by an exterior wind blowing in
from the NW wall and out from the NE wall. This is demonstrated by Images showing the burn patterns on the exterior walls of Harrow Court
An image showing a forced draft flame emitting from the NE kitchen
window (below)
CCTV that demonstrates flaming debris falling from the NE wall for some
46 seconds before falling from the NW wall
Witness statement (999 caller from Stoney Croft) at 0308.59 hrs

3.15

The relevance of wind speed and direction is extremely important from the
point of view that it is highly unlikely, on a balance of probabilities, that the
abnormally rapid fire development would have occurred at all, had the gusting
wind entered the NE wall first, creating a NE  NW airflow within flat 85. In
effect, this would most likely have pushed the products of combustion out of
the NW wall, preventing the fire from spreading out of the room of origin
(bedroom) to involve other rooms in the flat.

3.16

The width of the flames emitting from the kitchen window at approximately
03:08 hrs conform with that of a wind assisted forced draught fire, being much
wider than the window through which they are passing. There is obviously
some great pressure behind this gaseous phase combustion, forcing the
flaming to appear abnormally large.

Wide Flame Pattern from Kitchen
Window at approximately 03:08 hrs
Suggesting a Forced Draught Fire
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3.17

In the forced draught condition, the flame width usually exceeds the window
width. This happens when the hot gases move away from the window opening
and results in some widening of the projecting flame.

3.18

The forced draught fire, as occurred in flat 85 Harrow Court, resulted in a
sudden and rapid intensification of the fire that was driven in its intensity by
the velocity of the air (wind) movement through the flat. This caused intense
temperatures within the flat where the fire load released its energy (HRR) with
extreme speed. The fire burned with far greater intensity and energy release
than would be normally encountered in a compartment fire. In my opinion, the
forced draught of a 23mph gusting wind caused gaseous phase combustion
within the flat to accelerate dramatically, similar to a backdraught event.

3.19

CCTV cameras recorded flaming debris falling from the NE wall (living room
and kitchen) for a period of some 46 seconds before other CCTV cameras
noted flaming debris falling from the NW wall (bedroom).

3.20

It should be remembered that the fire originated in the bedroom on the NW
wall but yet there was no flaming debris observed falling from this window for
some period (46 seconds) after the debris began to fall from the NE wall,
suggesting that there was a 46 second burn off of fire gases within the flat,
with a NW to NE air movement.

3.21

At around the same time that flaming debris was falling from the NE wall the
two firefighters in the corridor who were attempting to assist their colleagues
in the flat heard a roaring sound, like a Bunsen burner, coming from within
the flat. This is a typical sound heard and noted at many fires where gaseous
phase combustion is forcefully burning off within a compartment or enclosure.

3.22

A few seconds after 03:09 hrs the flaming debris observed falling from the
NW wall suggests that the fire had reached a steady state burning regime
within the flat and that the forced draught fire had come to an end.

3.23

At 03:08.59 hrs a 999 call was placed from a resident of an adjacent tower
block (Stoney-Croft) who had witnessed the development of the fire from their
window. It was reported to the fire service control operator that the fire had
moved rapidly through the flat in a NW to NE direction, from bedroom to
hallway to kitchen and then to living room. The caller stated that the whole
place had gone up.

3.24

The effects of forced draught fires are not uncommon in high-rise buildings,
depending on wind direction and the stages of fire development. It sometimes
becomes almost impossible for firefighters to enter the involved area until the
fire has progressed into some stage of decay. This is indeed what occurred at
this particular incident, as firefighters clearly described a fire burning in a
fuel-controlled state as they finally advanced into the flat to extinguish the
fire.
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4.

Summary of Basic Recommendations

4.1

There is a history of incorrect and ineffective tactical responses to high-rise
building fires in the UK. The reasons are mainly this Inadequate training of fire commanders and firefighters, in command
& control and firefighting tactics in high-rise buildings.
Inadequate training in fire behaviour indicators.
Inadequate training in the hazards of forced draught fires.
Inadequate training in pumping to rising mains and supplying
pressure to firefighting nozzles.
Compartment Firefighting Training (CFBT) to include door entry and
approach tactics for high-rise fires and forced draught situations.
Greater emphasis on the dangers of self-deployment be made in
training.
Lack of pre-planning and familiarisation with structures.
Ineffective and incomplete documented procedures for high-rise
building fires.
Inadequate resources and staffing mobilised to deal with such
incidents.
Inadequate firefighting branches (nozzles) made available.
Ineffective water management and flow-rates made available.
Some brigades not using high-rise pre-packs for ease of stowing &
transporting equipment.

At the Harrow Court incident, firefighters were clearly unfamiliar with the building
and its fire protective features, paying little attention to the fire lifts; the nearest
hydrant; or stair-shaft venting systems. The actions of the first two officers on-scene
demonstrated a lack of experience of this type of incident and a lack of control over
the crews they were responsible for. The firefighters did not follow procedures in
taking the wrong equipment aloft; the officers allowed this to occur; they were
ineffectively briefed; crews self deployed; and appeared to approach the fire floor
incorrectly according to procedure, on numerous occasions.
The command and control of the incident broke down further and never recovered
during the initial stages as officers deserted their posts without apparent reason.
Having apparently heard a call for help, Firefighters Wornham and Miller entered flat
85 completely in accordance with documented procedure, following initial errors
described above. Their actions on entering an extremely hostile environment were
exemplary and in the finest traditions of the British Fire Service. Their immense
courage is beyond doubt and their actions from the moment of entering flat 85 are
beyond criticism. They were successful in rescuing one occupant from the flat but
tragically lost their lives, along with a further occupant, as the fire rapidly developed.
Their actions are deserving of the highest honour.
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APPENDIX A
Auto-ignition - The auto-ignition point is the temperature at which a flammable mixture
ignites spontaneously in air. Auto-ignition temperatures refer to near stoichiometric
mixtures for which the AIT is a minimum.
Backdraft (Backdraught) - The closest definition to date is perhaps 'the explosive or rapid
burning of heated gases (unburnt pyrolysis products) that occurs when oxygen has been
introduced into a compartment or building that has a depleted supply of oxygen due to an
existing fire'.
Blue Flames - Noted by Grimwood as a warning sign preceding backdraft.
Dancing flames - See Ghosting flames.
Diffusion flame - Most flames in a fire are diffusion flames - the principal characteristic of
a diffusion flame is that the fuel and oxidiser (air) are initially separate and combustion
occurs in the zone where the gases mix.
Flashover - A generic term that may have several scientific references or definitions. The
term is used in general by firefighters to describe an element of rapid fire progress
although scientists are somewhat at conflict as to any specific meaning. The originator
(P.H. Thomas) admitted the term is imprecise and may be used to mean different things in
different contexts.
Flammability of Fire Gases - Fire gases are capable of burning in both diffusion and premixed states. The smoke given off in a fire is flammable. Particulate smoke is a product of
incomplete combustion and may lead to the formation of a flammable atmosphere, which,
if ignited, may lead to an explosion.
Forced Draught Fire  A forced draught fire is defined as one which is generally wind
driven (or by a PPV fan) to force a major high velocity air movement in through one window
and eject burning fire gases out from another, often on the other side of the building. The
increase in ventilation will often cause a fire to increase in intensity and burning rate,
sometimes by 2-4 MW. Also termed blow-torching and sometimes likened to backdraught
(or high-pressure backdraught).
Forward Induced Explosion - Floyd Nelson (USA) introduced a definition for a term he
referred to as Forward-induced Explosions. In effect, this definition described the ignition
of pockets of fire gases as they transported throughout a structure/compartment. The
phenomena differed from that of backdraft in that fresh air (oxygen) is the moving force in
a backdraft whilst the gases themselves are the moving force in a 'forward-induced'
explosion as they move towards a supply of air. This can occur in many ways inside a fire
involved structure, for example, where a collapsing ceiling forces fire gases to transport
outwards from the area of collapse. On mixing with pockets of air they may come into the
flammable range and can ignite with varying explosive effects.
Fuel Controlled Fire - Free burning of a fire that is characterised by an air supply in excess
of that which is required for complete combustion of the fuel source or available pyrolates.
Ghosting flames - A description of flames which are not attached to the fuel source and
move around an enclosure to burn where the fuel/air mixture is favourable. Such an
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occurrence in an under-ventilated situation is a sure sign that precedes backdraft. Also
termed Dancing flames.
Gravity Current - also termed gravity wave - An opposing flow of two fluids caused by a
density difference (termed by firefighter John Taylor as an air-track). In firefighting terms
this is basically referring to the under-pressure area where air enters a building or
compartment and the over-pressure area where smoke, flame or hot gases leave - the
mixing process between fresh air and combustible fire gases.
Heat Release Rate - The amount of energy (fire intensity) released by burning materials is
recorded in Kw or Mw/sq.m. In a compartment fire a minimum level of HRR is normally
required before 'flashover' can occur - this can be increased by - (1) an increase in the area
of the ventilation opening; (2) an increase in the compartment size; (3) an increase in hk
which depends on the thermal conductivity of the compartment boundary.
High Velocity Gases - Where the ignition and movement of super-heated fire gases are
accelerated through narrow openings, corridors etc, or are deflected, the effects can be
dramatic. The deep levels of burning (referred to in the UK as a local deepening) will cause
unusual patterns of burn as if an accelerant has been used to increase fire intensity. On
occasions, where high-velocity gases escape to the outside without being deflected, their
flow is such that they may cross an entire street creating a flame-thrower effect from a
window or doorway.
Hot Layer Interface - Often referred to as the NPP (neutral pressure plane) - it is assumed
that the hot smoky upper layer that forms below the ceiling and the lower cool layer that
shrinks as the hot layer descends are joined at a distinct horizontal interface (computer
model). This is obviously a simplification because the turbulence within a fire compartment
would prevent any true formation of such an interface. Also, highly turbulent plumes and
hot layers, as well as strong vent flows, may cause the destruction of a clear interface.
However, a noticeable change in conditions from the upper layer to the lower has been
observed in many compartment fire experiments. The hot layer interface plane and neutral
plane are not the same. The interface is the vertical elevation within the compartment,
away from the vent point, at which the discontinuity between the hot and cold layer is
located. The neutral plane (or point) is the vertical location at the vent at which the
pressure difference across the vent is zero.
Limits of Flammability - Ignition of fuel vapour and air is only possible within certain limits
(ie; the ratio of the mixture). The resulting flame will be pre-mixed and the concepts of
limits of flammability apply only to pre-mixed flames. However, empirically clear
parallels exist between diffusion and pre-mixed limits. (See also - Flammability of Fire
Gases above).
Local Deepening - See High Velocity Gases.
Pre-mixed flame - In pre-mixed burning gaseous fuel and oxidiser (air) are intimately
mixed prior to ignition - the flame propagation through the mixture is a deflagration (eg;
Smoke explosion).
Pulsation Cycle - An indication of the presence of unburned fuel vapours within a
compartment with the potential for pre-mixing and a potential explosion - A warning sign
for backdraft as smoke 'pulses' intermittently in and out at a ventilation/entry point
Pyrolysis - The second stage of ignition during which energy causes gas molecules given off
by a heated solid fuel to vibrate and break into pieces. Regardless of whether a fuel was
originally a liquid or solid, the overall burning process will gasify the fuel. With liquids, the
supply of gaseous fuel is a result of evaporation at the surface from the heat generated by
the flames. Solids entail a significantly more complex process involving chemical
decomposition (pyrolysis) of large polymeric molecules. Certain combustible solids such as
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sodium, potassium, phosphorus, and magnesium can even be oxidized directly by oxygen in
the air without the need of pyrolysis.
Regimes of Burning - (1) Fuel controlled; (2) Ventilation controlled; (3) Stoichiometric.
Rollover - The extension of the fire plume or tongues of flame that have become detached
ahead of the plume at ceiling level signalling the effect of 'rollover' - a recognised warning
sign that the compartment fire is rapidly progressing towards 'flashover'.
Smoke Explosion - The ignition of a pre-mixed pocket of fire gases and oxygen that may
occur when an ignition source is introduced. This may occur, for example, when a hot
brand or spark is directed on convection current into an area, possibly near the ceiling,
where the pre-mixed gases exist, or where an ignition source is uncovered in an area that is
harboring such a gas/air mix.
Steady State Fire - One can characterize most fires as a combination of three unique
phases related to the fires rate of heat release. These are the Growth Phase, Steady State
Phase and Decay Phase.
The early stage of a fire during which fuel and oxygen are virtually unlimited is the Growth
Phase. This phase is characterized by an exponentially increasing heat release rate.
The middle stage of a fire is the Steady State Phase. This phase is characterized by a heat
release rate, which is relatively unchanging. Transition from the Growth Phase to the
Steady State Phase can occur when fuel or oxygen begins to be limited or when suppression
activity begins to impact on the fire.
The final stage of a fire is the Decay Phase, which is characterized by a continuous
deceleration in the heat release rate leading to fire extinguishment.
Step Events - The Heat Release Rate (HRR) is either controlled by the supply of fuel or the
supply of air. Therefore, in principle, four transitions (steps) are possible - (1) Fuel control
to new fuel control; (2) Fuel control to air control; (3) Air control to new air control; (4) Air
control to fuel control. In each of these cases the new fire is SUSTAINED. The event defined
as FLASHOVER is usually related to Step 2 although it may also occur through an increase in
ventilation (Step 3).
Stoichiometric - In terms of flammability limits of gas/air mixtures the stoichiometric
mixture is the 'ideal' mixture that will produce a most complete combustion - ie; it is
somewhere between the UEL (upper) and LEL (lower) explosive limits and an ignition at the
stoichiometric point may result in the most severe deflagration, in relation to those near
the upper and lower limits of flammability.
Thermal Balance - The degree of thermal balance existing in a closed room during a fire's
development is dependant upon fuel supply and air availability as well as other factors. The
hot area over the fire (often termed the fire plume or thermal column) causes the
circulation that feeds air to the fire. However, when the ceiling and upper parts of the wall
linings become super-heated, circulation slows down until the entire room develops a kind
of thermal balance with temperatures distributed uniformly horizontally throughout the
compartment. In vertical terms the temperatures continuously increase from bottom to top
with the greatest concentration of heat at the highest level.
Transient Events - These are short, possibly violent, releases of enegy from the fire which
are NOT sustained - (1) adding fuel; (2) adding air/oxygen (backdraft); (3) adding heat
(smoke explosion).
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Appendix B  Wind Speed on the night of the fire  Royston @ 10 metres

Appendix C  Wind Direction on the night of the fire  Royston @10 metres
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Appendix E  Sequence of Events (Authors Notes)

E.

The Fire at Harrow Court, Stevenage, 2nd February 2005

E.1

The comments, suggestions and opinions made by the author in relation to this
fire are based limited information as provided by the Fire Brigades Union,
from witness statements, photographs and video evidence. The author visited
flat 85 at Harrow Court on 19 July 2005 to assist and confirm certain elements
of his conclusions and theories.

E.2

The fire involved flat 85 on the 14th floor of Harrow Court, Stevenage during
the early hours of 2 February 2005. Two firefighters lost their lives during the
attempted rescue of one of the flats two occupants. It appears that an event of
ARFD occurred during their occupation of the flat and this most probably
hindered and prevented their escape.

E.3

The firefighters were rigged in SCBA at the time of the ARFD but had made
entry without the protection of a charged hose-line in an attempt to speedily
remove the remaining trapped occupant. As the occupant was trapped in the
apparent room of origin of the fire, there appeared no opportunity to confine
the fire during the rescue attempt.

E.4

On the night of the fire the recorded wind speed in nearby Royston at 10m
high was 0.44m/s with gusts to 7.59m/s. It is estimated that wind speed at
50m, approximately the height of the 14th floor, was around 0.59m/s but gusts
were most likely reaching 10.24m/s. This is equivalent to a wind gusting at the
14th floor level at a speed of 23 miles per hour. (Appendix B).

E.5

The wind direction was North Westerly (Appendix C) and this placed the
incoming wind directly onto the NW facing wall, which served bedroom one,
being the room the trapped occupant and at least one firefighter appeared to be
occupying at the time of the ARFD.

E.6

An examination of exterior structural burn patterns clearly demonstrate a fire
that was most likely fed by high wind gusts. The wind entered the window of
bedroom one on the NW wall and forced an intense fire to burn inside the flat,
with excessive amounts of flaming combustion products exiting from the two
windows on the NE wall, serving the lounge and kitchen areas.
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NE Wall

N Corner

NW Wall

Fig 7  Wind gusts to an estimated 23mph entered the window on the NW wall (bedroom
one) to increase the burning efficiency of the fire. This wind created a very intense fire in
the flat and forced a large quantity of the flaming combustion products out via the two
windows on the NW wall.

E.7

It is possible that the window to bedroom one actually failed whilst at least
one firefighter was occupying this room with the trapped occupant. It may
have been this failure of a window that allowed a 23mph wind gust to enter
and unleash a devastating backdraught event in the flat.

E.8

It is also possible that the failing of this window was not the catalyst for such
an event but that the (open?) entry doorway to the flat was possibly feeding
large amounts of air (E.12 below) to an already existing gravity current.
Firefighters on the initial attendance reportedly stated that smoke was seen to
be punching out of the flat from street level.

E.9

The initial event of ARFD caused fire intensification and sustained postflashover burning at least as far as the kitchen and most likely in bedroom one
and the hallway. At this stage the fire did not appear to have breached the
window in the lounge (fig 8).

E.10

The event of ARFD that occurred in the lounge appears secondary to the
initial event in the bedroom, hallway and kitchen area and may have been a
progressive flashover.

E.11

At some later stage the hallway fire spread into the lounge and breached the
window to burn steady state, with some great amount of intensification. This
fire carried all the hallmarks of a wind assisted compartment fire, common to
high locations in residential tower blocks.

E.12

The term high-pressure backdraught(11) has been proposed by the author as a
phenomenon and debated before. It is possible that the air dynamics in flat 85
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may well have suited such an event. However, the natural stack effects in the
building, as well as piston effects from the lift shafts as well as the opening of
the stair-shaft vents, most likely had some additional influence on air
movement in and around the flat itself. Both positive & negative pressures
may have been encountered at various stages on the landing outside the flat
itself. The overriding effect was that termed a forced draught fire, as discussed
earlier in the report.
E.13

The FIRESYS model has been used to provide a general estimate of fire
growth and development overall in the fire (Appendix D) in an effort to
establish an approximation of the maximum fire intensity. It should be noted
that the FIRESYS model does not allow for the effects of wind dynamics to
affect fire growth and therefore, the Qmax of 17.7MW is most likely an underestimate. It is likely that the actual fire intensity was slightly higher, perhaps
by 2-4MW. It should be noted that a large proportion of this heat output
(approximately 50%) might be related to exterior flaming.

E.14

Taking this into account, it is estimated by FIRESYS that the required flowrate to suppress this post-flashover fire would be around 12 l/s, or 720lpm to
include exterior exposure flaming. This is based on a fire that is burning to
some great efficiency due to the effects of wind dynamics. For the purposes of
the model the heating efficiency factor at k12 has been estimated.

E.15

Therefore, to suppress the 8.85 to 10MW post flashover compartment fire
safely, prior to the decay stage being reached, would demand an operational
flow requirement of 360lpm.

E.16

This calculation provided by FIRESYS conforms closely to the authors
estimation of needed flow-rate where, for a wind assisted fire, A(m2) x 6
equals 65 x 6 = 390lpm.

E.17

With hose-lays on the 14th floor of 45mm hose from a charged 100mm dry
riser operating at 14bar inlet pressure (as reported at this incident), even with
an effective hydrant, it is unlikely that the above flow-rate demands could be
met using a spring activated automatic nozzle, as was the case here. The
Hertfordshire high-rise SOP does in fact recommend a branch pressure of 3 or
4 bars without recognising that this would grossly under-flow the nozzle in
question.

E.18

It should also be noted that dry rising mains are not rated for general use
above 10 bars inlet pressure.

E.19 The fact that the primary attack hose-line may have been under-flowed meant
that crews would most likely find such a fire difficult to control or suppress
during any immediate transition into, or during, a post-flashover steady-state
regime. This has reportedly been the case at recent tower block fires in Essex
and Kent and has led to the fire over-powering the primary attack line and
creating difficult and dangerous conditions for both firefighters and occupants
early on in the fire.
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7E20 The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) in force for residential tower block
fires had been recently updated by the local fire authority in June 2004, just
eight months prior to the fire at Harrow Court. This would suggest, at the very
least, that firefighters should have been recently familiarised with the content
of such a pre-plan. However, their actions on the night of the fire suggested
that neither they, nor several of the officers who attended initially, were able
to follow the procedure for tackling a fire high up in a residential tower block.
The reasons for this are unknown but it is apparent that there was a lack of
knowledge, experience, understanding, and appreciation coupled with
elements of complacency and poor discipline that may have combined to
hinder the initial firefighting and rescue approach.
E.21

It is also clear that the initial attendance of firefighters was grossly under
resourced to deal with such an incident on the upper floors of a tower block,
albeit that the attendance conformed to, or exceeded, current standards of fire
cover.

E.22

The FBU recommendations for a minimum of 13 firefighters for a one-room
fire in multiple occupancy high-rise flats, with 2-4 casualties are, in the
authors opinion, entirely correct. However, an effective deployment of these
firefighters is essential with safety being a prime concern. At this incident it
appears there were just nine firefighters on the initial attendance and initially,
only three were deployed to the fire floor.

E.23

The tactical priorities of an initial attendance to such an incident are a) Primary attack hose-line; and
b) Primary search & rescue, in the involved flat.
At a working fire a secondary support hose-line and secondary search &
rescue of adjacent floors, areas are also needed.

E.24

For a safe and effective deployment a minimum of six firefighters should be
dispatched by lift on arrival to an area well below the reported fire floor. The
Hertfordshire high-rise SOP fails to recommend a minimum number of
firefighters for this initial crew. In this instance a team of three firefighters
were deployed but they did not appear to follow the SOP that stated they
should approach any possible fire on foot from at least four floors below the
reported fire floor.

E.25

The Hertfordshire SOP fails to make any differentiation between primary
attack and primary rescue during this initial approach. This is a failing and a
lack of guidance here suggests that the authority may well be expecting a
single crew to accomplish both objectives at the same time. This is dangerous
and ineffective and places a tremendous and unfair onus on the morality of the
sector commanders initial risk assessment and subsequent decision to
prioritise one tactical objective over another.

E.26

The initial crew of three firefighters who attended the fire floor were clearly ill
equipped and therefore unable to establish a primary attack hose-line. They
had not followed the SOP and the Incident and Sector Commanders allowed
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these firefighters to approach the fire floor without a minimum complement of
necessary equipment.
E.27

In general, the Hertfordshire high-rise SOP that was current at the time of the
fire was lacking in any real guidance for firefighters. More than a procedure it
was an aide-memoire of key elements of a high-rise pre-plan. However, even
here it failed in its content to instruct firefighters on Responsibilities of first arriving crews/firefighters;
Prioritising initial tactical objectives;
Establishing assignments for fire location; forcible entry; primary
attack and primary search;
It is confusing by discussing bridgehead and fire floor responsibilities
as initial actions, where crewing resources are so obviously limited. Is
the first crew a bridgehead or fire floor team? Is the first officer aloft a
Crew Commander for the fire floor or a Sector Commander for the
bridgehead?
The SOP should go on to discuss the organisation and assignments of
second arriving crews on the make-up. Although this may well be
down to size-up and tactical review of any developing situation, the
responsibilities of bridgehead; secondary attack/support hose-line;
secondary search & rescue objectives and evacuation, as well as
further equipment to be taken to the bridgehead on a working fire, are
all easily and effectively pre-assigned or discussed in any documented
pre-plan.
The Incident Command Structure should be covered in far greater
detail, each section providing an aide-memoir checklist, enabling
firefighters to gain a wider appreciation of how such a system will
work.

The tactical approaches required to ensure both safe and effective systems of work at
tower-block fires require a great deal of knowledge and an in-depth understanding of
high-rise fires. It is easy to under-estimate compartment firefighting operations as
may be effected high up in such buildings. Fixed installations such as rising mains
were originally designed to account for direct attack fire suppression tactics using
smoothbore nozzles. The limited design pressures and flow capabilities of such
installations do not generally support modern compartment firefighting techniques
using high-pressure nozzles and pulsed fog patterns. Because of this, fire service and
CFBT training should take into account a wider range of tactical approaches and
water applications. Further still, serious consideration should be given to providing at
least one hand-controlled smoothbore nozzle on the initial attack hose-lines.
Tactical approaches to any potential for fire hidden deep inside large or tall buildings
should be trained for. The training should be based upon a detailed and in-depth
documented pre-plan (SOP). Each and every approach should provide an opportunity
to practice the pre-plan and a strong element of discipline is necessary to avoid any
complacency amongst the responding force.
To ensure the tactical approach is effective and working practices are providing a safe
system of work, the initial attendance to tower block fires should include at least three
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pumping appliances or 12-13 firefighters. Additionally, an aerial appliance should
form part of the initial attendance. Any confirmation of a working fire should
immediately bring a minimum of 24 additional firefighters on-scene to assist.
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Appendix F  Fire-fighting Flow-rates

E.

Firefighting Flow-rates

3.1

A recent survey of 58 UK fire brigades demonstrated that 89 percent of
brigades were actually flowing far less water through their attack hose-lines
than they realised and in some cases were flowing as little as 16 percent of
their target (nozzle specification) flow-rates! Further still, the influence of
CFBT (Compartment Fire Behaviour Training) in the UK has encouraged a
dangerous precedent  that less water means safer and more effective
firefighting! This philosophy only holds true for gaseous-phase fire
involvement restricted in area - up to 70m2 of ordinary hazard fire loading where beyond this amount of fire, a high flow hose-line capability is
essential for fire control. Situations whereby firefighters are pulsing the
smallest of flows into high volume gaseous-phase fires achieve far from the
intended objectives of well-founded CFBT programmes and such approaches
place firefighters at unnecessary risk.

E.2

Recent research by BDAG (ODPM)(5) demonstrated that firefighting flowrates and attack streams in tall buildings particularly, are likely to be reduced
to inefficient levels where fire brigades have failed to address the issue of
water management on the fire-ground, in the light of advances in compartment
firefighting techniques and branch/nozzle technology over the past fifteen
years.

E.3

The concept of Critical Flow Rate (CFR) relates to the minimum amount of
water-flow (lpm/m2) needed to fully suppress a fire whilst still in a state of
development, or possibly during a progressive decline into its decay phase(11).
Where a compartment/structural fire exists in its growth-phase the heat output
will be constantly increasing and the amount of water needed to extinguish the
fire effectively will be much higher than where the fire has progressed beyond
steady-state combustion into a decay-phase of burning. There have been
several international research studies that have attempted to calculate both
firefighting flow-rates and critical flow-rates. It is important to realize that
critical flow-rates (CFR) may vary, dependant on the style of attack. The CFR
for a direct attack on the fuel-phase will be different to an attack on the
gaseous fire(11). Similarly, a fires rate of heat release may be influenced by the
ventilation profile and this in turn may affect the CFR in any specific
compartment. It is therefore equally important to approach various formulas
used to calculate firefighting flow-rates with these points in mind. When
comparing flow-rate formulae it is important also to consider their origins and
objectives as each approach is intended to deal with a specific range of fire
conditions and mechanisms of fire suppression.

E.4

Tactical Flow-rate (TFR)(11)  In theoretical terms of simply meeting a
critical rate of flow, Sardqvist (13) reports that this does not offer the best use of
resources, as it requires a more or less infinite time. An increase in the flowrate above the critical value causes a decrease in the total volume of water
required to control the fire. However, there exists an optimum flow giving the
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smallest total water volume. Above this flow, the total volume of water
increases again. In practical terms however, a margin of safety, or error, must
be designed into the application of any firefighting tactic and this includes
methods of fire suppression and flow-rate. An increase in water flow will
generally darken a fire quicker. However, there is an upper limit on flow-rate
in terms of what is practical for any given size of fire, inline with the resources
available on-scene during the early stages of primary attack. The authors
tactical flow-rate is the target flow (lpm) for a primary attack hose-line/s. It is
based upon extensive research and empirical data relating to firefighting flowrates in several countries. The tactical flow-rate discussed in this report is for
fire suppression during the growth phases of development, or in post-flashover
steady state enclosure fires before the decay-phase has been reached. It is
always an operational objective to achieve control during the growth stages of
a compartment fires development, rather than during the latter decay stages,
to reduce the chances for serious structural involvement and any potential
collapse, particularly where an interior approach is made.
E.5

The concept of fire-fighting flow-rate requirements can be theoretically based
in matching water-flow against known rates of heat release (MW) in
compartment fires(12). It can also be empirically based(11) upon given fire
loads, in established floor space, against water flows needed to suppress fires
during their growth or decay stages (the latter generally being a defensive
application).

E.6

Going beyond critical flow-rates (the minimum amount required) the tactical
flow-rate incorporates an element of safety and over-kill whilst aiming for
an optimal flow of water that will deal with most fires of normal (ie;
residential) fire load during their growth stage of development without
unnecessary water damage.

E.7

Dealing with combustion in the gaseous-phase - When a water spray pattern
passes through the hot gases, heat transfers to the droplets, which then start to
evaporate. Evaporation depends to a great extent on droplet diameter,
temperature, and transport properties (velocity etc).
Sprays made up of smaller droplets present a larger surface area in
relation to their volume and so heat up and evaporate faster,
consequently absorbing more heat. Small droplets will evaporate
quickly and will concentrate their suppressive effect on combustion
occurring in the gas-phase.
Large droplets will not entirely evaporate when passing through
flames and hot gases, unless the flames are very deep, which usually is
not the case in apartment fires. Instead, these droplets will mostly pass
through the flames and collide with the burning material, or other
superheated surfaces, causing a decrease in pyrolysis.
When water droplets travel through the gaseous-phase of a fire there is much
heat and mass transfer between droplet and hot gas. There is also an element
of drag upon the droplets that will affect their velocity and trajectory. All
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these factors affect a droplets ability to absorb heat from the gases. The fires
plume and convection currents within an enclosure also have a major effect
upon the movement of droplets that are too small (below 0.1mm), where they
may be simply carried away before they are able to have any great cooling
E.8

There is a wealth of scientific and empirical research(8) that attempts to define
the ideal droplet size for use in manually applied firefighting streams. The
general consensus is agreed that droplets falling within the mean range of
0.2mm - 0.4mm diameter provide the greatest effect in terms of 3D gaseousphase cooling, dilution and suppression. The mean droplet diameters found in
spray patterns provided by the vast majority of combination fog/straight
stream firefighting nozzles, when operated at 7 bars NP, generally fall within
the 0.4mm  1.0mm range. As nozzle pressures (NP) and stream velocities are
increased the median droplet diameter decreases closer towards the 0.3mm
ideal level.

E.9

Dealing with combustion in the fuel-phase - In 1999(13) Sardqvist reported
that the minimum water application rate for direct extinguishing, based on
experiments using wooden fuels, is 0.02kg/m2 per second. If you consider a
compartment of 100m2 (10x10m) then this equates to 120lpm as the minimum
flow-rate for such an area & fuel-load (wood). Interestingly, that 100m2 is
approximately equal in dimensions to the room fire used by Svensson &
Sardqvist(14) in their live fire research and whilst the room used was not fully
involved in fire, the concentrated fire loading easily represented a fire of
similar proportions to a fully involved room. The flow-rate of 113lpm was not
sufficient to attain the control criterion (within 6 minutes) of the main fire,
based on mass fuel loss rate in this case. However, the fires would have
certainly been under control within a few more minutes at this rate of flow.
This is the principle of CFR working at its very limits. However, the CFR is
likely to be much higher for real fires where fire loading increases beyond
simple wooden fuels. The true CFR in an apartment fire could be said to be
at least double that estimated by Sardqvist for ordinary wooden fuels and
0.04kg/m2 per second might be a more reliable estimate. This equates to a
minimum firefighting flow-rate of 240lpm when operating in the direct attack
mode against a 100m2 fire.

E.10

A tactical water application directly into the fire rarely approaches 100%
efficiency in most cases. Unlike a laboratory test, there will always be
inefficiencies and variables in the application of water to a compartment fire.
Water may also be used to cool down fire gases and hot surfaces to enable a
firefighter to approach closer to the actual fire source itself to complete
suppression. Parts of the fire may have to be extinguished first to enable the
firefighter to reposition to carry out the extinction of other parts of the fire. In
some situations, as little as 20% of the water flow may actually reach the
burning fuel surface.

E.11

There have been several attempts to estimate reliable efficiency factors for
firefighting streams, often based on extrapolated data from theoretical
computer models. However in general, the most accurate of all these
efficiency factors are those that result following pain-staking research
covering many hundreds of real fires. Previous research has indicated that to
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overwhelm a fire, the efficiency of water as a cooling medium is about onethird, or 0.32. Thus it was proposed then that the effective cooling capacity of
a flow of 1 l/s is 0.84 MW, or a standard 10 l/s fire hose is 8.4 MW,
demonstrating a practical cooling capability with 33% efficiency. However,
more recent research based on extensive real fire data suggests a 33% factor
maybe somewhat under-estimated. A figure of three quarters (75% efficient)
appears more reliable for an effective fog pattern and one-half (50% efficient)
for an effective solid-bore stream. The cooling power of each kg (litre) of
water per second applied to a fire increases with temperature.
E.12

Therefore the selection of an effective cooling power of only 0.84 MW
(100deg.C) may be seen as somewhat conservative. At 400deg.C the cooling
power can be seen to be closer to 1 MW and at 600deg.C it is close to 1.2
MW.

E.13

As an example, if the efficiency of a solid-bore jet stream at 7 kg/s (420lpm) is
seen as 50%, but the burning efficiency of the fire is only 50%, the total
energy that can be absorbed by the water flow is Qs = 7 kg/s x (0.50 x 2.6 MJ/kg) / 0.50 = 18.2 MW
Or by re-arranging the equation the amount of water required will be

F = (0.50 x 18.2 MW) / (0.50 x 2.6 MJ/kg) = 7 kg/s
F = firefighting water flow in kg/s (litres/second)
Qs = heat absorption capacity of fire stream
E.14

The authors estimates from an original study(2) suggested that flow-rates
between 200-400 lpm were generally successful in suppressing developing
residential compartment fires up to 100m2, although lower flow-rates were
sometimes resulting in post-flashover fire suppression during the decay stages
of fire development. However, to ensure an adequate safety margin this
prompted a tactical flow-rate formula, for on-scene firefighting purposes, as A x 4 = lpm (Grimwood 1999) (Where A = area of fire involvement in m2).

A minimum flow-rate of 200lpm is recommended in all cases.
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Appendix G  Abnormal Rapid Fire Development

G.

Abnormal Rapid Fire Development (ARFD)

G.1

With approximately 112,000 structure fires annually, the UK's 40,000
firefighters face an event of 'abnormal rapid fire development' on average
around 600 times(7) every year! That's once at every 187 fires! Each of these
occurrences may harness the potential to injure or even kill firefighters or
remaining building occupants.

G.2

Additionally, the most recent ODPM statistics(7) (2004) inform us that
firefighters face around 50 Backdraughts every year in Great Britain.

G.3

Over the past decade UK firefighters have been fatally injured by ARFD on
average, once in every 160,000-structure fires(7). However many, if not all, of
these deaths may well have been preventable, simply by addressing basic
tactical issues through documented Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and
effective training thereon.

G.4

Events of ARFD may be defined as encompassing a range of fire phenomena
that are often little understood by firefighters and are generally difficult to
differentiate between in reality. It is often the case that an event of ARFD
may lead to other related events within the space of a few seconds. For
example, a backdraught may lead to a subsequent flashover and sustained total
room & contents involvement within seconds of each other. In other instances,
dual or multiple events of ARFD may manifest themselves within adjacent
spaces or compartments within very short spaces of time. It is reported(8) that
five Paris firefighters died in two separate events of ARFD that occurred at the
same fire within seconds of each other in 2002.

G.5

The author has been working closely with the European FIRENET research
project(9) based at Kingston University, London where the main goal of the
project is to advance an understanding and predictive capability of underventilated compartment fires. The project is built upon the complementary
know-how of eight European teams, who have world-leading expertise in the
field of fire safety science. While experimental investigations on backdraught,
ghosting flames and flashover have been conducted in recent years, theoretical
analysis is sparse. Existing experimental results also lack details about local
flame characteristics and concentrations of CO and smoke in under-ventilated
conditions. Numerical reproduction of these phenomena still remains a
challenge and is thought to be of crucial importance in the current move
towards performance-based fire safety regulations.

G.6

The authors proposals for an international standard on ARFD terminology
and definitions have been accepted by the FIRENET project coordinators as
follows -
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G.7

The various phenomena and existing terminology used in both local and
international training texts associated with ARFD should be grouped under
three main headings -

Abnormal Rapid
Fire Development

ARFD

Flashover

Backdraught

Fire Gas Ignitions

A heat induced development of
a compartment fire loading to
sustained combustion and a fully
developed fire

A ventilation induced ignition of
fire gases following air transport
into an area containing fuelrich gases and an ignition source

An ignition of accumulated
fire gases and pyrolyzates
existing in, or transported
into, a flammable state

HIGH-PRESSURE
BACKDRAUGHT

SMOKE EXPLOSION

FLASH-FIRE

DELAYED
BACKDRAUGHT

FLAME-OVER

LEAN FLASHOVER

GAS COMBUSTION

FORWARD
INDUCED EXPLOSION

FLASH-BACK

HOT-RICH
FLASHOVER

ROLLOVER

SMOKE GAS
EXPLOSION

FIRE GAS
EXPLOSION

Fig.1  The events associated with ARFD grouped under three main headings

G.8

It is also proposed that the term blow-torching is not related to an actual
event associated with ARFD but rather an enhanced process of combustion
that is encouraged by a constant flow of forced air, ie; by wind; or by PPV air
movement; or HVAC fans, into a fire compartment. Also known as a forced
draught fire, the enhanced combustion process ceases and reverts to normal
combustion as the forced airflow is either reduced or curtailed by natural or
tactical means, or where the gaseous fuel load has burned off and the fire is
approaching, or has entered, its decay stage.

G.9

Flashover  Although defined as an established ARFD event since the 1960s
the term has since been used generically to mean different things. The term
'flashover' finds its scientific origin with UK scientist P.H. Thomas in the
1960s and was used to describe the theory of a fire's growth up to the point
where it became fully developed. Customarily, this period of growth was said
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to culminate in 'flashover', although Thomas admitted his original definition
was imprecise and accepted that it could be used to mean different things in
different contexts. Thomas then went on to inform us in UK Fire Research
Note 663 (December 1967) that there can be more than one kind of flashover
and described 'flashovers' resulting from both ventilation and fuel-controlled
scenarios. Thomas also recognized the limitations of any precise definition of
'flashover' being linked with total surface involvement of fuel within a
compartment (room) where, particularly in large compartments, or long
corridors etc, it may be physically impossible for all the fuel to become
involved at the same time. British Standards (4422) of 1969 and 1987 further
attempted to apply a more precise definition without success. Taking
Thomass points into account, a simple definition of the event of flashover
represents a heat-induced transition in compartmental fire growth and
development, from partial fuel involvement to a fully developed and sustained
fire, where all remaining combustible exposed surfaces ignite almost
simultaneously.

Fig 2  The fire development curve showing flashover as an event

A report by Chitty15 emphasised the important point of differentiating between
pre-mixed flames and diffusion flames when discussing the flammability
limits of smoke and fire gases, or unburnt pyrolisation products and partial
combustion products.
Premixed flames occur where a fuel is well mixed with an oxidant, normally
air. For ignition to occur, energy must normally be supplied to the to the
fuel/air mix in the form of a spark or small flame. Auto-ignition is possible at
high temperatures, without an ignition source. A self-sustaining flame may
then be established around the ignition source and propagate outwards in all
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directions. A mixture of air and fuel will only burn if the concentration of fuel
lies between well-defined limits, termed limits of flammability.
Diffusion flames occur at the interface where fuel vapour and air meet. Unlike
pre-mixed flames, the fuel vapour and air are separate prior to burning. The
dominant process in the diffusion flame is the mixing process. Because
diffusion flames exist only at the fuel-air interface, there is no normally
recognised equivalent of flammability limits.
There are two broad types of diffusion flames. In slow-burning diffusion
flames, such as candle flames, the fuel vapour rises slowly from the wick in a
smooth laminar flow giving a laminar diffusion flame. If turbulence is induced
at the interface when fuel and oxygen mix, this gives it an increased surface
area in comparison to the slow burning candle flame. This type of flame is a
turbulent diffusion flame and most compartment fires comprise of large
turbulent diffusion flames. The larger the fire becomes, the greater the
turbulence generated by the buoyant movement of the burning gases.
Chitty also posed the potential of a 'flashover' being induced by an increase in
compartmental ventilation where the heat loss rate increases as more heat is
convected through an opening. However, there is a point beyond stability
where ventilation may cause more energy to be released in the compartment
than can be lost and this condition of 'thermal runaway' may lead to
'flashover'.

Fig 3  Fire development limited by a lack of ventilation resulting in a ventilationinduced flashover (thermal runaway)

2.11

Backdraught  The term backdraught or backdraft is used to describe an
event of ARFD where an enclosure fire, existing in an under-ventilated state,
is provided with a fresh supply of air/oxygen as a door is opened or a window
fails, for example. In general, this is the accepted definition of an event, which
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is clearly distinct from that of flashover. The event of backdraught is induced
by a change in the ventilation profile of a compartment fire (however see also
thermal runaway above). A recent ODPM report(10) into the phenomena of
backdraught concluded that;
The main lesson for the fire service which has been demonstrated from the investigations is
the severity and unpredictability of a backdraught. The test conditions in the compartment
were closely controlled and have shown the varying severity that can be achieved with
different delays, compartment temperatures and venting conditions. The situation in a real fire
environment is uncontrolled. The location of flammable (fire) gas, sources of ignition, and
position (also status) of vents may not be known and may be changing. Backdraughts can
occur a long time after a vent has been opened, particularly where there may be the
possibility for gases to be trapped at high level. If there is an open vent into the compartment
at the time of the arrival of the fire service, it still cannot be assumed that the compartment is
safe. There were several instances in the demonstration containers when there were no
indications of the accepted signs and symptoms of a backdraught , only seconds before a
backdraught occurred.
The development of a backdraught in a real fire cannot be so easily observed because of the
obscuration from the smoke produced. Firefighters need to be aware of the potential for
backdraught situations at all times. Guidance is given in the Fire Service Manual and these
investigations support this advice.

One clear indicator of backdraught potential that is so often omitted in
training texts is the existence of a gravity current, or air track. The
phenomenon of backdraught is governed by the principles of fluid dynamics,
heat transfer and combustion chemistry.
Before the doorway (or vent) is opened, a physical barrier separates
two reservoirs of fluid, which possess quite different properties.
Inside the compartment there are hot gases that are rich in
hydrocarbons but oxygen poor while the outside air contains 21%
oxygen and is at ambient temperature.
When the doorway is opened, a gravity current is created as the denser
fluid (cold air) flows in underneath the less dense hot gases within the
compartment and these super-heated gases begin to flow out through
the top of the doorway.
Mixing occurs at the boundary between the cold air and the hot gases
providing a region in which there will be a flammable mixture.
Occasionally diffusion flames will exist along this interface prior to a
backdraught manifesting itself.
The velocity of the air/gas exchange is strongly dependant on the
initial temperature difference between the compartment and the
ambient atmosphere. A faster gravity current will impact on
compartment walls and create greater mixing between the hot and cold
layers as it does so. The severity of any backdraught is dependant on
the amount of premixing that occurs and the state of the fire gases.
This is a classic warning sign to firefighters of an impending
backdraught.
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It is this dramatic and visual exchange of air for smoke that leads to the ideal
conditions needed for an ignition to take place. As the ODPM research noted,
such an ignition may not occur instantly and is subject to varying delays,
depending on ventilation profiles, compartment temperatures and fire gas
status. The greater the velocities of the air/smoke exchange at the entrance
doorway or ventilation point, the greater the likelihood of an event of ARFD
or backdraught.

Fig 4 - Fire development limited by a lack of ventilation resulting in a backdraught

Fig 5  Sometimes it is difficult to establish a precise event of ARFD due to the grey area
demonstrated on the development curve
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2.12

Fire Gas Ignitions  There are a wide range of events, terms and associated
definitions that may be grouped conveniently under the single heading of Fire
Gas Ignitions. This term was introduced in 1999 by the author to describe a
generic event where an ignition of accumulated fire gases and pyrolyzates
either existing in, or transported into, a flammable state may occur. The
equivalent term accepted in Sweden and also by some UK fire brigades is that
of Fire Gas Explosion but the author contends that not all such events are
explosive. In fact, the Swedish definition clearly describes singularly the
already well-known phenomenon that is commonly referred to as smoke
explosion.
There are three basic requirements that must be met before a smoke explosion
can occur; they are:
1. A contained smoke layer that consists of enough unburned pyrolyzates
that places the mixture within its limits of flammability. For example,
the flammability limits for carbon monoxide are 12.5% and 74%, for
methane the range is between 5% and 15%, (SFPE, 1995, 3-16).
2. To ignite the flammable mixture an ignition source is needed; there is a
minimum amount of energy that will ignite the layer.
3. The last requirement is enough oxygen to support combustion.
It is then needed for the ignition source to be transported into the flammable
fire gas layer, for example a flaming ember rising into a gas layer existing
near the ceiling. Or the ignition source may be uncovered or disturbed by
firefighters advancing into an unventilated compartment, or when turning
over debris after a fire. Alternatively, the flammable gas layer itself may be
transported to a source of ignition, as in a forward induced explosion, where
a ceiling collapse (for example) forces air movement that directs the
flammable fire gases into another part of the building. The resulting explosion
may be severe, presenting a pre-mixed flame in stoichiometric conditions.
Despite the support of the ODPM researchers above for the information
provided in the fire service manual 2/97, the guidance given therein is
incorrect in that the manual describes the phenomenon of smoke explosion
as being a delayed backdraught.

G.13 Related Terminology  Related terminology of various events associated
with ARFD (Fire Gas Ignitions), along with brief definitions, appear as Appendix A.
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Appendix H  Standard Operating Procedures

H.

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)

4.1

The need for a well organised and disciplined approach to all fires in tall
buildings is clearly demonstrated in the authors initial 1991 report into highrise SOPs(2). High-rise fires place logistical demands on the fire service
requiring far greater resources when compared to similar fires in low-rise
buildings. A high level of pre-planning, coordination, organisation and a
disciplined approach are essential for an effective operation. The logistical
demands placed on firefighters have demonstrated that Incident Command
needs to function well in advance of actual needs, for as a plan is initiated in
the lobby there is a lengthy time delay prior to it being implemented on the
fire floor.

H.2

As an example of logistical needs, at the Churchill Plaza high-rise office fire
in Basingstoke (1991) there was a requirement for a fresh 45 minute SCBA
cylinder every 80 seconds throughout the fire(8).

H.3

Where fires are contained within flats or apartments on the upper floors of
residential tower blocks, the potential for fire spread is generally not normally
as serious as in office or commercial premises. However, the potential for
exterior wind assisted fires lapping upper windows and a large number of
occupants on upper floors still place excessive demands on firefighters.

4.4

Past experience has demonstrated that fires in Residential Tower Blocks may
present severe fires that are likely to burn with far greater intensity than
normally experienced, due to the dynamics associated with air movements
through, in and around tall structures. Because of this, resources and crewing
levels should be adjusted accordingly on both initial attendances and during
firefighting operations.

4.5

A confirmed working fire in a residential tower block should prompt an
assistance message requesting additional adequate resources immediately on
arrival. This assessment for resources should take into account the same
requirements for a similar fire in a low-rise flat, or house, and then multiply by
a factor of three. For example, a three pump assistance requirement for a
serious working fire in a flat on the second floor of a three story building
should be increased close to an eight or nine-pump attendance for the same
fire on the 14th floor of a 17 floor tower block. In comparison the Fire
Department in New York City treat fires in Residential Tower Blocks (Class
A Fireproof Multiple Dwellings in NYC are very similar in design to UK
tower blocks) with great caution and transmit a signal 10-77 for a working
fire that automatically brings 4 - Engine Companies
4 - Ladder Companies
3 - Battalion Chiefs
1 - Deputy Chief
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1 - Rescue Company
1 - Squad Company
1 - FAST Unit
1 - CFR-D Engine Company
SOC Battalion
Safety Battalion
Totaling approximately 65 personnel utilizing firefighting tactics similar to
those used in the UK for an equivalent incident type. In the UK the current
initial assignment for a confirmed working apartment fire on the upper floors
of a tower block would normally total between 14  26 personnel.
Having suffered multiple firefighter losses under such circumstances the
FDNY SOP on Multiple Dwellings Fires now states  We have always been
aware of the dangers and problems associated with wind-driven fires on the
upper floors of high-rise buildings. When the fire apartment door has been left
in the open position and the windows fail, the public hall becomes part of the
fire area. Depending on the dimensions of the hall, the fire can now be
considered to be equal to conditions, which we encounter at commercial
buildings.
4.6

A documented pre-fire plan, in the form of an SOP, for high-rise residential
tower block fires should clearly inform of responsibilities of first arriving
crews and officers. It should provide the critical key elements of a structured
approach to a fire at any level and list various tactical considerations. It should
also link in with an effective Incident Command System (ICS).

4.7

The key elements of a high-rise SOP for residential tower blocks should
incorporate a strategic plan and a tactical plan as follows 

4.8

STRATEGIC PLAN
Actions on arrival
Lobby Control & Accountability
Fire Lift Control
Bridgehead
Forward Command
Search & Rescue
Tactical Ventilation
Police Liaison
Contingency Plan for Lift Failure
Breathing Apparatus Control
Water Supply & Sprinkler Control to Fire Building
Contingency for Rising Main Failure
Evacuation Plan (if in existence)
Command Structure
Staging
Logistics
Radio Communications
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Contingency Plan for Communications Failure
Building HVAC & Fire Protection
Forward Triage Area (FTA)
4.9

TACTICAL PLAN
Actions on arrival
Lobby Control & Incident Command initiated
Fire Lift Control established
Fire Reconnaissance/Attack Team
Equipment to be taken aloft
Primary Hose-line Placement
Secondary Hose-line Placement
Search & Rescue on Fire Floor
Search & Rescue of Upper Floors & Lift Shafts
Tactical Ventilation
Logistical Support

4.10

Actions on Arrival 
The objectives on arrival are to establish a primary attack, or confining action,
on the fire and primary search of the most dangerous area/s where occupants
may be immediately extracted. Both objectives are reliant on the
implementation of each other in unison and demand at least two crews of two
firefighters rigged in SCBA at the fire floor. That is, a primary search of the
involved flat/floor relies on the fact that an effective primary attack hose-line
is working on the fire, or the fire has been effectively confined to the room of
origin. Attempts to rescue trapped occupants should never precede either the
primary attack on the fire, or possibly an effective confining action to the
room or area of origin.
A team of firefighters must form the Fire Reconnaissance/Attack Team and
should assemble essential items to be taken to the fire floor. If approaching by
lift they should respond no closer than two floors below the reported fire
floor but ideally 3-4 floors below and approach the fire from here on foot. This
team should consist of at least six personnel, including a crew commander (or
higher) and a BA Entry Control officer. All personnel should be provided with
SCBA for safety reasons.
The equipment taken aloft should include the following 
Four lengths of 45mm or 51mm hose
Two hand-controlled branches  at least one being a class A type
smoothbore nozzle specific for high-rise situations
A dividing breeching
BA Entry Control Board
Radio Com
Forcible Entry Tools
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Riser Strap/chain Keys or tool
Thermal Imaging Camera (Where provided)
This equipment should be easily and immediately accessible to firefighters on
the first arriving appliance/s at an incident and should be easily transportable
via lift or where necessary, as carried up stairs. This may entail the use of
high-rise hose-packs and/or specially adapted boxes for the purpose.
4.11

Where a fire appliance arrives on scene without immediate resource and crew
support from additional appliances a contingency pre-plan should be
documented. This should take into account the estimated time of arrival of the
second arriving appliance on-scene. Where such arrival is likely to be delayed
beyond several minutes then a Rapid Attack Team consisting of at least three
firefighters might be despatched via lift to 2-4 floors below the reported fire
floor. The team should be equipped with two lengths of 45mm or 51mm hose
and a H/C branch (preferably but not essentially a hand-controlled Class A
smoothbore nozzle), possibly a rapid deployment BA board, forcible entry
tools, riser keys/tool, possibly a thermal imaging camera and all three
members should be rigged in SCBA.

4.12

The role of a Rapid Attack Team is primarily to make snatch rescue efforts
without placing themselves at undue risk. This entails a disciplined approach
that should prioritise fire attack as the primary concern in an effort to save life.
Any attempts to enter a fire involved flat demonstrating a high velocity gravity
current or heavy smoke conditions, without a charged primary attack hose-line
operating, should be strongly discouraged.

4.13

Initial Assignments (Initial Attendance)
Fire Reconnaissance/Attack Team/Fire Lift Control
Rising Main Water Supply
Lobby Control
Bridgehead (Forward Command)
BA Control at Bridgehead
Primary Hose-line Placement
Secondary Hose-line Placement or Search & Rescue in Fire Flat

4.17

The above assignments require an initial attendance of at least 12 firefighters
with senior officer support additional. This means a three-appliance initial
attendance as an absolute minimum. Where a working fire is confirmed these
resources should immediately be trebled to ensure a safe and effective system
of work is provided for those involved. Therefore as soon as a working fire is
confirmed, possibly even before arrival based on visible smoke or flames
emitting as seen by the responding force, or by multiple calls to the incident,
the attendance should be increased to at least eight appliances, bringing around
36 firefighters to the scene.
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Appendix I  Critical Tasking & Resource Deployment Issues for High-rise
Buildings
Thirteen (13) firefighters are required as a minimum on the initial response to a
reported fire in a high-rise building to ensure a safe and effective tactical approach is
viable.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Incident Commander
Forward Commander
Breathing Apparatus Entry Control Officer
Primary pump operator
Secondary pump operator
Water Supply
Fire Attack Team
Fire Attack Team
Search & Rescue Team
Search & Rescue Team
Lift Controller
Check Rising Main Outlets
Ventilation including Manual HVAC Controls

According to the latest FSC instruction that a secondary (back-up) hose-line is laid in
support of the primary attack line as a safety measure, an additional two firefighters
should be available for this task, taking the total to 15.
In effect, this means that 4 pumps should form the initial attendance and the tactical
mode might require a defensive stance in some cases until 15 firefighters are on
scene.
In all situations where a working fire is discovered the intial attendance should be
trebled to ensure fire-floor reliefs are available on time. This is particularly important
in commercial high-rise or open-plan office buildings.
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Dynamic Risk Assessment DRA
The term risk assessment at fires offers a means
of dealing with firefire-fighting operations safely and
effectively by enhancing safesafe-person concepts.
The concept of risk assessment is dynamic and
recognises that the situation at a fire may be
constantly changing.

Report for FBU region 9 by Paul GRIMWOOD

There is a risk versus gain approach.

On the Strategic & Tactical Approaches made and Abnormal Rapid Fire
Development that ensued during the early stages of the incident
HARROW COURT FIRE

Fire2000.com
Report by Paul GRIMWOOD

Relevant Information
The fire was believed caused by a teatea-light
candle left burning on top of a TV as two
occupants went to sleep in the main bedroom of
their 14th storey flat.
The following floor layout demonstrates the North
east half of the building only. This is mirrored by
an identical layout of flats on the other side of the
communal corridor  there are six flats per floor

HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor
Flat 85

Flat 81
Flat 83
Lifts
Two Occupants
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TIME-LINE

02.54:00e

FIRE ORIGINATES IN
BEDROOM
HARROW COURT FIRE

02.55:00e

ONE OCCUPANT AWAKES
& LEAVES BEDROOM
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HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor

HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor

02.58:00e

SMOKE SPREADS
THROUGHOUT FLAT

BEDROOM WINDOW MAY
HAVE BEEN BREACHED
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SEE
SMOKE
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03.03:00

FIREFIGHTERS
ENTER LOBBY
AT 0303:33 HRS
HARROW COURT FIRE

03.00:00e

03.04:40

FIREFIGHTERS ARRIVE ON
FIRE FLOOR
HARROW COURT FIRE
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CCTV 03:05.15  Smoke Trail Debris
From NE Wall (Camera 8)

03.05:00

FIREFIGHTERS CHECKING
FOR FIRE LOCATION
HARROW COURT FIRE
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CCTV 03:05.15  Smoke Trail Debris
From NE Wall (Camera 11)

HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor
03.05:30e

FIREFIGHTERS O/S FLAT 85
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03.06:00e

ATROBUS LEAVES CREW
AT DOOR TO FLAT 85
HARROW COURT FIRE
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CREW MAKES ENTRY (E)
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Hose-line being laid
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HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor
Heavy smoke seen at
base of NE Face

03.06:40e

03.06:50
POSSIBLE ENTRY BEING
MADE TO BEDROOM?

HOSE-LINE LAID TO FLAT
BUT NOT CHARGED
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Occupant leaving flat 82
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CCTV 03:06.51  Smoke Seen at Base of
NW Wall (Camera 12)

CCTV 03:06.55  Heavy Smoke seen at Base of
NE Wall (Cameras 8/11) for 45 seconds

POSSIBLE ENTRY BEING
MADE TO BEDROOM?

ENTRY TO BEDROOM
SETTING UP THROUGH FLOW
OF AIR NW to NE WALL?
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03.07:20

REQUEST FROM ATROBUS
TO MAKE PUMPS FOUR

2nd Crew at 15th FLR
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03.07:50e

2ND CREW ON FIRE FLOOR (E)
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03.08:00e

03.08:10

Flashover

Back-draught

2ND CREW PASSES OCCUPANT FROM FLAT 85(E)
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CCTV 03:08.10  Smoke Enters R/H Lift
(Camera 11) at 14th Floor
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Wide Pattern Flame Emissions

HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor
Flaming debris
sequence starts from
NE Face

HARROW COURT FIRE

03.08:20

Fire2000.com
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CCTV 03:08.20  Flaming Debris Sequence
Begins From NE Wall (Camera 11)

LIVING
ROOM
WINDOW
INTACT

03.08:20e

Wide pattern of flame emissions
demonstrate forced draught fire
NW to NE Wall
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03.08:30

ROARING SOUND HEARD IN FLAT
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03.08:40

ROARING SOUND HEARD IN FLAT
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CCTV 03:09.00  Sector Commander exiting at
15th Floor with Bolt Croppers (Camera 5)
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At 03:09.??  Neighbours
watching fire from nearby
Stoneycroft Tower Block
call 999  The whole place
has gone up . Rapid fire
development from NW to
NE Wall!
HARROW COURT FIRE
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CCTV 03:09.06  Flaming Debris Sequence
Begins From NE Wall (Camera 12)

CCTV 03:09.35  35 Seconds Later same (LH) Lift
opens at 14th Floor and fills with Heavy Smoke & Heat
(Camera 5 Fails through Heat Damage)
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HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor
03.09:06

Flaming debris sequence starts from NW Face 46
seconds after NE Wall noted  Suggests air-flow
during back-draught was NW to NE
HARROW COURT FIRE
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HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor
03.09:36

FIRE BURNING AT
STEADY STATE
NOW WITH
FLAMING DEBRIS
FROM BOTH NW &
NE WALLS
Hose-line Charged
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HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor
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03.10:06
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HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor

03.10:15

HARROW COURT FIRE

HighHigh-rise Fire  14th Floor

03.15:00 ?

03.20:13

Water On

New Approach
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HARROW COURT FIRE

Sequence of Events

Sequence of Events

0258:47 First Call
0300:30 CCTV 11 Smoke
0300:38 Alarm Actuates
0303:10 Arriving on scene
0303:33 Crews enter lobby
0304:40 1st crew on 14th
0305:15 CCTV 11 Smoke
0306:20e Crew enter Flat 85?

0306:55 CCTC 8/11 Smoke
0307:18 2nd Crew @ 15th
0308:10 Smoke at RH Lift
0308:20 Flaming NE Debris
0308:e 2nd crew o/s flat
0308:59 999 Call Stoneycroft
0309:06 Flaming NW Debris
0309:26 Solid items @ NW

* ARFD  Abnormal Rapid Fire Development
HARROW COURT FIRE
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* ARFD  Abnormal Rapid Fire Development
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Sequence of Events
0309:35 Smoke @ LH Lift
0309:ET First line charged
2nd Crew unable to enter

* ARFD  Abnormal Rapid Fire Development
Fire2000.com
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Wind Direction @ 23mph Gusts
FORCED DRAUGHT FIRE

Fire2000.com
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Systemic Failure
Communication on arrival
Ineffective deployment
Poor Command & Control
SOP not followed
SOP incomplete
Communication during fire
Inadequate resources on
scene
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